WRAP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

SAFE & EFFECTIVE REMOTE RESTRAINT
ABOUT
The hand-held BolaWrap™ 100
remote restraint device discharges
an eight-foot bola style Kevlar®
tether to entangle a subject at a
range of 10-25 feet.

CONTROLLING
ENCOUNTERS
Other force options primarily rely on
“pain compliance” often escalating
rather than controlling dangerous law
enforcement encounters.
The BolaWrap 100 is designed to be
deployed early in an encounter
between an officer and subject to
prevent unnecessary escalation and
violence.

800-583-2652 | bolawrap.com
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PRODUCT ELEMENTS
A.

Cocking Lever

F.

Propellant

B.

Laser

G.

Cartridge

C.

Trigger

H.

Kevlar Cord

D.

Safety

I.

Pellets

E.

Cartridge Release

J.

Barbs

PRODUCT FEATURES
Discharge speed - 640 ft per second
Distance - 10-25 feet (best 10-18)
Sound volume - 105/110 BB
Number of wraps - 1-3 times
Reload time - 3-8 seconds
Distance required around subject - 2-4 feet

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Small - light and operable by an officer using

Device
Weight - less than 12 oz. with loaded cartridge

support hand

Dimensions - 6 x 2.5 x 1 inches

Effective - remote restraint aids in controlling

External Material - proprietary plastics

subjects
Simple - simple to deploy, minimum training

Cartridge

required

Weight - 3.6 oz. loaded cartridge

Accurate - wide latitude of accuracy at a range

Size - 2.6” length

of 10-25 feet

Material - recyclable aluminum

Flexible - other use of force options remain

Cover - polycarbonate plastic, adhesive backing

available

Pellets - (2) stainless steel pellets, 1.1” length

Safe - designed to remotely restrain without

Bola Cord (recyclable) - 380 pound strength

uncontrolled falls

Entangling Barbs - 4 per pellet

Durable - weather resistant and rugged
Quick refresh - rapid cartridge refresh to support
multiple wraps

WARNING: FOR PROFESSIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT & MILITARY USE ONLY. REFER TO INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL.
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